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ABSTRACT

Swallowing function is a complicated process involving several highly coordinated

events. In recent years, acoustical analysis of the swallowing mechanism has received

considerable attention due to its diagnostic potentials. This thesis presents novel

approaches for analysis and modeling of swallowing sounds in individuals with and

without swallowing disorder (dysphagia).

Different techniques based on nonlinear dynamics, recuffence quantification analysis,

hidden Markov model (HMM), and multiresolution wavelet analysis were used to detect

characteristic features of swallowing sounds for automatic swallowing sound detection,

swallowing sound segmentation, as well as classification of normal and dysphagic

swallowing sounds. Data from 27 healthy subjects and 11 dysphagic patients were used,

in which swallowing and breath sounds were recorded with an accelerometer placed over

the trachea (suprasternal notch), while the subjects were fed three different textures with

a bolus size of 5 ml. Submental electromyogram signals were also recorded in 12 normal

subjects simultaneously with their swallowing sounds. In terms of swallowing sound

detection in the swallow and breath sound recordings, the performance of the HMM

based method using recurrence plot features was superior to that of the other methods. As

for the segmentation of the swallowing sounds, multiscale products of wavelet

coefficients along with an HMM yielded the least error in detecting the boundaries

between the segments. Lastly, in terms of classification of normal and dysphagic

swallowing sounds, nonlinear metric tools, i.e., correlation dimension and time delay,

resulted in a high accuracy of 837o. The results of HMM based methods for classification

of swallowing sounds between the two groups of healthy and dysphagic subjects using

m



RMS achieved 85.5Vo accuracy. The results of the study on the timing of submental

muscle contraction in relation to swallowing sounds showed that the movement of the

larynx precedes the fust audible segment of swallowing sounds. It also showed that the

lag between the onset of submental muscle contraction and the beginning of initial

discrete sounds is shorter for thin liquid texture.

Overall, the outcomes of this study have paved the way for a better understanding of

the swallowing mechanism and improving clinical assessment techniques of swallowing

disorders using its acoustic signatures.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1,.1 Motivation

Swallowing function is a complicated process involving several highty coordinated

events. During a swallow, the bolus passes through the pharynx, which is a shared

pathway for ingestion and respiration. Accordingly, coordination of both the swallowing

mechanism structures and the swallowing and respiratory processes are essential for a

safe feeding to occur. Lack of coordination may result in aspiration, i.e., entry of the

bolus into the airway. Aspiration is a rare occurrence in healthy individuals; conversely,

it is very likely in patients with swallowing disorders.

Difficulty in moving food from the mouth to the stomach is called dysphagia.

Swallowing disorders can occur in all age groups as a result of congenital abnormalities,

structural damage, and/or medical conditions such as cerebral palsy, head trauma, spinal

cord injury, and damage after treatment for the oral, oropharyngeal and laryngeal cancer

fl-ogeman, 1998]. Approximately 30-407o of the patients who have had cerebrovascular

accidents suffer from complete or partial swallowing disorders; although some of them

return to normal condition, generally prolonged treatment and rehabilitation are required

[Reddy et al., 1990]. Dysphagic patients are at risk of repeated choking, pneumonia,

malnutrition, and dehydration [Logeman, 1998]. These health hazards reveal the essential

need for assessment and treatment of swallowing disorders. This has motivated many

investigators to study normal and abnormal swallowing mechanisms and develop



quantitative and objective swallowing assessment techniques.

Currently, the gold standard for swallowing assessment is videofluoroscopy

swallowing study (VFSS), in which patients are given the bolus mixed with a contrast

agent. The movement patterns of the oral cavity, pharynx, and esophagus are observed

with a continuous X-ray stream [Palmer et aL, 1993]. VFSS provides immediate visual

inspection of the swallowing mechanism, localization of abnormalities, and detection of

aspiration when it occurs. However, VFSS requires radiation exposure; hence, it can only

be run for a short duration. Therefore, it is quite possible to miss aspirations during VFSS

for patients with mild dysphagia. Accordingly, there is a need to develop non-invasive

techniques to assess the swallowing mechanism and its abnormalities.

Auscultation (listening to swallowing sounds with a stethoscope) is the primary tool

used by clinicians as a noninvasive technique for the clinical evaluation of the

swallowing process. Auscultation is applicable in a wide variety of feeding circumstances

and may be used for evaluation of the pharyngeal phase of swallow lYice et al., t9901.

However, the quality of information obtained by auscultation depends on the perceptual

skills of the examiner and utilization of appropriate instrumentation and technique

[Hamlet et a1.,1994]. In recent years, digital signal processing of swallowing sounds has

drawn considerable attention (e.g. fCichero and Murdoch, 2002J and lLazareck and

Moussavi, 200aÐ; swallowing sounds are recorded using a microphone and/or

accelerometer and analyzed by digital signal processing techniques.

This thesis presents novel approaches for analysis of swallowing sounds based on

nonlinear dynamics theory and modeling of swallowing sounds using hidden Markov

models. It is hoped that the outcomes of this study will result in a better understanding of



the swallowing mechanism and improve clinical assessment techniques of swallowing

disorders using its acoustic signatures.

L.2 Thesis Scope

Currently, in clinical assessment of swallowing sounds, swallowing sound signals are

listened and/or recorded by placing a stethoscope, microphone, and/ot accelerometer on

the subject's neck, either laterally or over the suprasternal notch. Since the recorded

sound signals contain both swallowing and breath sounds, the swallowing sounds must

fust be extracted from the recorded signals. Currently, this is done in a time-consuming

manual manner by repeated listening. In this study, swallowing sounds were recorded by

placing a stethoscope over the suprasternal notch of the subjects. Then, three novel

methods were investigated for automated detection of swallowing sounds in the records

of breath and swallowing sounds.

Swallowing sound signals do not have a unique temporal and durational pattern even

if recorded from a subject, being fed a particular size and texture of the bolus.

Additionally, the phases of swallowing sounds, especially initial discrete sounds and

bolus transit sounds, are not easily distinguishable from each other. Therefore, detection

of the swallowing sound phases without videofluoroscopy data is a challenging task. This

thesis presents a novel technique for swallowing sound segmentation.

Charactenzation of a signal facilitates signal processing and understanding of the

underlying mechanism. This thesis presents the outcomes of the study performed on the

characteristics of swallowing sound signals using nonlinear dynamic parameters. In this

study, the discriminating ability of nonlinear dynamic parameters for the classification of
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Fig. 1.1. Block diagram of this study'

swallowing sounds of healthy and dysphagic subjects was confirmed' Furthermore' a

hidden Markov model (fn4M) based method for the classification of swallowing sounds

of healthy and dysphagic subjects was proposed. Several features were used for this

HMM based classification. A comparison between features was performed in order to

determine which feature(s) provided the best performance'

This thesis also reports the outcomes of the study on swallowing mechanism timing'

based on the analysis of submental surface electromyogram (EMG) signals, which were

simultaneously recorded with the swallowing sounds. The durational and temporal

patterns of the submental muscle activities were analyzed using the EMG signal'

L.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized in six chapters. This chapter provides a general introduction

and the thesis scope. A background on the anatomy and physiology of the swallowing



mechanism, the techniques currently used for the clinical assessment of the swallowing

mechanism, and the characteristics of swallowing sound signals are presented in Chapter

2. Chapter 3 provides the theoretical background of the methods used in this study. The

methods used for the automated detection of swallowing sounds are described in Chapter

4. In addition, Chapter 4 presents the methods used for the analysis of swallowing

sounds, based on nonlinear dynamics theory and hidden Markov modeling and their

applications in swallowing sound segmentation as well as classification of swallowing

sound signals of healthy and dysphagic subjects. Chapter 5 provides detailed results of

this study, including outcomes of the nonlinear analysis of the signal and the comparison

of different methods for detection, segmentation and classification of swallowing sound

signals. The concluding remarks, contributions of the thesis, and recommendations for

future studies are presented in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter elaborates on the anatomy and physiology of the swallowing

mechanism, followed by a discussion of standard and conventional assessment

techniques. A literature review of recent studies on acoustical analysis of swallowing

sounds, as an alternative method for swallowing assessment, will then be provided.

2.1 Ãnatomy and Physiology of the swallowing Mechanism

The anatomi c area of the swallowing mechanism includes the oral cavity, pharl'nx,

larynx, and esophagus. The midsagittal section of the swallowing mechanism is shown in

Fig.2.1. Structures in the oral cavity include the lips, teeth, hard palate, soft palate, uvula,

mandible, floor of the mouth, tongue, and faucial arches [Logeman, 1998]. The pharynx

is a part of the digestive tube and may be divided into nasal, oral, and laryngeal parts. The

nasal part lies posterior to the nose and is entirely for respiration, whereas the oral and

laryngeal parts provide a shared pathway for food and air intake [Last, 1978]. At the base

of the tongue, the pharynx opens to the larynx. The larynx is a valve in the air passage

that connects the pharynx with the trachea; it is primarily a valve to prevent food from

entering the airway during swallowing [Logeman, 1998]. The esophagus is a canal for

ingestion that extends from the pharynx to the stomach fGray, 1985].

According to [Logeman, 1998], the act of swallowing may be divided into four

distinct phases:



1) The oral preparatory phase: After the food is placed in the mouth, it is manipulated

so that it is ready to be swallowed. Movement patterns in the oral preparatory phase

depend on the viscosity of the material to be swallowed. The larynx and pharynx are at

rest in the oral preparatory phase, the airway is open and nasal breathing continues.

2) The oral phase: This phase is initiated with the backward movement of the bolus

by the tongue. The pressure of the oral tongue against the palate increases when the food

viscosity thickens. The oral phase typically takes less than 1 to 1.5 seconds. Posterior

movement of the bolus results in the stimulation of the sensory receptors in the

oropharynx and tongue and in sending sensory information to the cortex and brain stem.

The sensory information is decoded and the pharyngeal phase is triggered.

3) The pharyngeal phase: After the pharyngeal swallow is triggered, elevation and

retraction of the velum close the velopharyngeal porl and prevent material from entering

the nasal cavity. Contraction of the floor of mouth muscles (including the mylohyoid,

geniohyoid, and the anterior belly of digastric) causes elevation and forward movement

of the larynx and hyoid bone, which contribute to the closure of the airway entrance and

the opening of the upper esophageal sphincter, respectively. In a normal swallow,

velopharyngeal closure and movement of the larynx and hyoid occur almost

simultaneously. Closure of the larynx begins at the level of vocal folds and progresses

upward. Closure of the larynx and epiglottis contribute to the closure of the airway.

Opening of the upper esophageal sphincter allows material to pass from the pharynx into

the esophagus. In normal swallows, the opening of the upper esophageal sphincter and

closure of the airway usually begin simultaneously. Then, ramping of the base of the

tongue directs the bolus into the pharynx. It is followed by tongue base retraction and



progressive top to bottom contraction in the pharyngeal constrictors.

4) The esophageal phase: In this phase, esophageal peristalsis carries the bolus

through the cervical and thoracic esophagus and into the stomach. The time taken for the

bolus to move from the point where it enters the esophagus to the stomach entrance is

between I to 20 seconds. kr the esophageal phase, the epiglottis returns to its rest

position and the airway opens while the esophageal peristalsis movement continues.

According to our own observation using videofluoroscopy images, the return of the

epiglottis takes less than 30 ms.

The duration and characteristics of each of the swallowing phases depend on several

factors including the type and volume of the food being swallowed and the voluntary

control exerted over it [Kahrilas and Logeman,1993]. For example, the duration of the

airway closure tends to increase as the bolus volume increases. The bolus volume

depends on the food viscosity. Small boluses of higher viscosity food pass easily through

the pharynx and the upper esophageal sphincter. For thin liquids, the bolus volume ranges

from 1 ml (saliva bolus) to 20+ ml (cup drinking), whereas the maximum volume of

higher viscosity boluses decreases; for example, swallows of pudding may be 5 to 7 ml

on average, and swallows of thicker mashed potatoes may be 3 to 5 ml.

Since the characteristics of the swallowing phases a¡e functions of the viscosity and

volume of the food, in most swallowing studies (including this study), the subjects are fed

a particular texture at a controlled volume.

Swallowing and respiration are reciprocal functions, i.e., respiration halts during the

pharyngeal phase of a swallow. The airway is entirely open during the oral preparatory

and oral phases; it is partially open during the esophageal phase. Lack of swallow-
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Fig. 2.1. The midsagittal section of the swallowing mechanism.

respiratory coordination may result in aspiration. Aspiration rarely happens in healthy

individuals whereas the occurrence of fault in swallowing mechanism is very likely in

dysphagic patients [Logeman, 1998].

The normal anatomy of the upper airway in a young infant is not the same as that of

an adult [Logeman, 1998]. Accordingly, characteristics of a normal swallow in young

infants differ from that of the adult.

2.2 Sw allowing Assessment Techniques

Several instrumental techniques have been used for swallowing mechanism

assessment, which may be categonzed into imaging and non-imaging techniques.



Imaging techniques include: ultrasonography, videoendoscopy, videofluoroscopy, and

scintigraphy. Non-imaging techniques include: electromyography, pharyngeal

manometry, and auscultation.

Ultrasound analysis of the oral cavity has been used to observe the tongue function,

as well as the motion of the hyoid bone and larynx, during swallowing fShawker et al.,

19841. However, due to the mix of tissue types in the pharynx, ultrasonic scanners cannot

image the pharynx. This fact limits the application of this method [Logemann, 1998].

Videoendoscopy has been used to examine the anatomy of the oral cavity and

pharynx, in addition to examining the pharynx and larynx before and after swallowing.

This method can be performed using a flexible scope inserted into the nose, down to the

level of the soft palate. When the pharyngeal swallow triggers, closure of the pharynx

blocks the image; this is a major drawback, as many important events occur during this

period [Logeman, 1998]. Additionally, the invasive nature of videoendoscopy is a

drawback for this technique.

The most frequently used technique in oropharlmgeal swallow assessment is

videofluoroscopy. It enables visualization of the movement of the oral cavity structures,

larynx, hyoid, tongue base, pharyngeal walls and cricopharyngeal region, along with

monitoring the bolus position. The food mixed with a contrast agent, e.g. barium, is given

to the patient and the movement patterns are monitored on the videofluoroscopy screen.

As swallowing occurs very quickly, fluoroscopic studies are recorded on a videotape for

funher examination by the specialists; this allows them to follow the movements of the

swallowing structures and detect plausible disorders. However, VFSS is based on X-ray;

since the maximum amount of a patient's exposure to X-ray must be limited, it should be

l0



run for the shortest possible duration.

Scintigraphy is a nuclear medicine test, in which the patient is fed a measured amount

of a radioactive substance and the bolus is imaged by a gamma camera. Aspiration can be

monitored by this technique, but the physiology of the mouth and pharynx cannot be

visualized [Logeman, 1998].

The electromyography technique is used to evaluate the timing and strength of

contraction of the particular muscles involved in the swallowing mechanism [Palmer,

19881. The swallowing mechanism has been studied using surface EMG as in [Klahn er

al., 19991and/or hooked-wire EMG [Perlman, 1989]. In surface EMG, the electrodes are

placed on the skin surface above the muscle of interest.

Pharyngeal manometry is a technique in which several pressure transducers are

placed on different locations, including the tongue base, cricopharyngeal sphincter, and

cervical esophagus, and the pressure changes in these locations are measured [Brasseur

and Dodds, l99ll. However, the use of pharyngeal manometry is limited due to its

invasive nature.

The primary tool for swallowing assessment is auscultation, i.e., listening to the

sounds of swallowing by a stethoscope placed over the neck of the subject. Auscultation

is used for clinical evaluation of the pharyngeal swallow. This technique is noninvasive

and easy to use. Stethoscopes are basically designed for listening to the heart and

respiratory sounds. They are best suited for listening to sounds with a frequency spectrum

below 1000 Hz; however, their frequency response is not flat over the frequency band of

swallowing sounds (up to 2500 Hz). In addition, frequency responses of different

stethoscopes are not the same, which may result in subjective diagnoses. In many

11



research studies, swallowing sounds have been listened to and/or recorded by

microphones or accelerometers, which have frequency responses that arc flat over a wide

range of frequencies. When listening to the recordings of swallowing sounds recorded by

microphones or accelerometers, clinicians have remarked that the recordings do not

sound quite like what was heard by a stethoscope [Hamlet et aI., 1994]. The limited

knowledge about the cause of swallowing sounds, and the differences between the

swallowing sounds of normal and abnormal subjects has limited the use of auscultation.

2.3 Acoustical AnalysÍs of the Swallowing Mechanism

There have been some attempts to identify the physiological cause of swallowing

sounds. Based on the existence of several valves and pumps in the pharynx, which have

analogous functions to the valves and pumps in the heart, it was speculated that an

analogy existed between the generation of heart sounds and swallowing sounds [Cichero

and Murdoch, 19981. However, this hypothesis has not yet been proven.

In recent ye¿ìrs, swallowing sound analysis has gained more credibility. The

procedure and equipment used for auscultation has been a subject of study. The optimal

site for recording the swallowing sounds of infants was reported to be at the lateral aspect

of the larynx fVice et al., 1990]. Also, Takahashi et al. lI994l investigated the

reproducibility of swallowing sound patterns and the best-suited site for swallowing

sound recording. Due to the greatest signal to noise ratio, they selected the lateral border

of the trachea immediately inferior to the cricoid cartilage as the optimal site for detection

of swallowing sounds. The suitability of this recording site was confirmed in a later

investigation [Cichero and Murdoch, 2002]. In order to find suitable equipment for

t2



auscultation of swallowing sounds, the frequency response of six popular stethoscopes

were compared lHamlet et a1., 1994]. Although the characteristics of two stethoscope

models were found to be more suitable for listening to swallowing sounds, all

stethoscopes showed poor frequency response for frequencies higher than 1000 Hz. The

performance of a microphone and an accelerometer for recording swallowing sounds was

investigated by Cichero and Murdoch 120021. Their results showed that the microphone

provided superior signal to noise ratio.

Swallowing sound signals are non-stationary signals generated by the complicated

physiological events in the swallowing mechanism. Although the swallowing mechanism

in infants and adults is different, there are some common pattems in the swallowing

sounds of both age groups. Vice et al. [1990] recognized these common pattems as initial

discrete sounds (IDS), bolus transit sounds (BTS), and fînal discrete sounds (FDS). IDS

precede and FDS follow the BTS. The opening of the cricopharyngeal sphincter, in order

to allow the bolus to pass from the pharynx into the esophagus, is speculated to contribute

to the most distinct characteristics of the swallowing sounds, i.e., IDS. They are mainly

charactenzed by their time domain features, such as a relatively short duration. IDS may

be repeated in a highly similar form. BTS are the gurgle sounds generated by bolus

transmission into the esophagus during the pharyngeal phase. The amplitude and pattern

of BTS may vary; they are functions of the bolus texture, particularly whether air is

mixed with the bolus. FDS immediately precede the respiratory sound, which follows the

swallowing sounds. FDS are usually very brief and are not necessarily present in all

swallows. A typical swallowing sound signal and its com.mon characteristic segments are

shown inFig.2.2.
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Fiç.2.2. Three segments of a typical swallowing sound signal.

When recording swallowing sounds, the recorded signal will also contain breath

sounds. Respiration halts during the pharyngeal phase of the swallow. The pattern of

occuffence of the swallow within a breath cycle (i.e., inspiration-swallow-expiration-

inspiration or inspiration-expiration-swallow-inspiration) is also of interest, as it can be

an indicator of the risk of dysphagia [Rempel & Moussavi, 2005]. kr healthy adults,

swallows are generally followed by expiration [Selley et a1.,1990]. In one study, it was

found that 93Vo of the swallows preceded by expiration and 700Vo of the respiratory

phases following swallow were expiratory [Klahn et al, 19991. The breath-swallow

patterns ofhealthy individuals and dysphagic patients have been found to be different and

are functions of the bolus viscosity. For instance, it was shown that the rate of post-

swallow inspiration in young people with cerebral palsy is higher than that of normal
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individuals when they were drinking thin liquids; however, this was not the case when

they were consuming thicker substances, i.e., milk shake or pudding [Rempel and

Moussavi,2005l.

Swallowing and breath sounds are substantially different and have to be analyzed

separately. The duration of breath sounds is longer than the duration of IDS and FDS.

Breath sounds are relatively stationary (especially when the air flow plateaus), as

opposed to swallowing sounds which consist of discrete nonstationary click sounds. A

typical waveform and spectrogram for a sequence of swallowing and breath sounds,

recorded by an accelerometer placed over the suprasternal notch, are shown inFig.2.3.

As the swallowing sound signal is basically a nonstationary signal its frequency content

varies in different areas. As can be seen in Fig.2.3, the spectrum of a swallowing sound

signal is in the frequency range below 2500Hz

In recent years, the use of signal processing techniques in swallowing sound analysis

has drawn considerable attention. Most studies are based on the time domain

chaructenzation or Fourier analysis (time-frequency domain) of the signal, e.g., duration

pattern of swallowing sound signals as a function of the bolus volume and texture has

been studied [Boiron et aI., 1997]. Durational pattem and frequency contents of

swallowing sounds following total laryngectomy has been investigated [Hamlet et aL,

t992).

Since swallowing sound signals are generated by a complicated nonlinear

mechanism, i.e., the swallowing mechanism, analysis of swallowing sound signals based

on the nonlinear dynamics may lead to the improvement in clinical assessment techniques

of swallowing disorders using their acoustic signatures. Although most biological

15
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Fig.2.3. A typical sequence of swallowing and breath sounds (top) and the

corresponding spectrogram (bottom).

systems are nonlinear, due to the complexity of nonlinear analysis, biological systems

have often been approximated by linear models. Recent developments in the theory of

nonlinear dynamics have provided new theoretical and conceptual tools for a better

understanding of the complex behavior of real-world systems and signals, offering a

better option for analysis of the signals originating from very complicated nonlinear

biological systems such as swallowing mechanism. This study is the first attempt at

applying nonlinear dynamic parameters to swallowing sound signals.

Swallowing sounds are distinguishable from breath sounds by auditory means;

however, finding a feature with high objective discriminating ability between swallowing
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and breath sounds is still a challenge to meet; hence, this study investigated several

nonlinear dynamic parameters. Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) is a nonlinear

analysis method that develops the parameters with discriminating capability for the

detection of the swallowing sounds.

More recently, it has been shown that swallowing sound analysis is a promising

diagnostic tool for the assessment of swallowing disorders lLazareck and Moussavi,

20041. Using features that have the ability to discriminate between the swallows of

normal and dysphagic subjects can lead to an enhancement of the performance of

automated classification. In this study, the discriminating ability of nonlinear dynamic

parameters was conflrmed. In addition, several features were used for the HMM based

classification of swallowing sounds and the performances of the features were compared.

The temporal and durational patterns associating respiration and swallowing [Klahn

et al., 19991, and timing of velopharyngeal closure lSmith et al., 1990] have also been

studied based on swallowing sound analysis. This thesis reports the outcomes of the study

on the swallowing mechanism timing based on the analysis of submental surface EMG

and swallowing sounds. The durational and temporal pattern of the submental muscle

activities were analyzed using the EMG signal.
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND THEORY

This chapter provides the theoretical background of the methods used in this study.

First, nonlinear dynamics theory will be discussed. A brief introduction to hidden Markov

modeling will then be provided.

3.L Nonlinear Dynamics

Most biological systems are complex processes involving numerous elements;

however, their responses to the internal or external stimuli cannot be expressed as a sum

of the responses of their elements, i.e., the behavior of biological systems is not subject to

the principle of superposition. Accordingly, most biological systems are nonlinear;

howevet, due to the complexity of nonlinear analysis, biological systems have often been

approximated by linear models. Recent developments in the theory of nonlinear dynamics

have provided new theoretical and conceptual tools for a better understanding of the

complex behavior of real-world systems and signals, offering a better option for analysis

of the signals originating from very complicated nonlinear biological systems such as

swallowing sounds. However, the parameters describing nonlinear processes are

complicated and may not have a clear physical interpretation.

One of the goals of this study was to investigate the characteristics of swallowing

sounds using nonlinear dynamics theory. The methods employed in this study are based

on the analysis of swallowing sounds, considered as a single variable time series
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generated by the swallowing process. This observable output of the system was used to

reconstruct the multidimensional state space representation of the process to investigate

the complexity of the process and the presence of chaos. Furthermore, nonlinear

dynamic parameters were used for automatic detection of swallowing sounds in the

swallow and breath sound recordings as well as classification of swallowing sounds of

healthy and dysphagic subjects.

3.1.1 Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

Any process or set of processes evolving in time, in which the evolution is govemed

by some set of physical laws, is called a dynamical system. The term is also used to refer

to mathematical models that evolve in time. Dynamical systems can range from relatively

simple systems, i.e., systems of a few variables governed by a few equations, such as

mass-spring systems, to extremely complex systems such as the complete climate system.

A dynamical system has a state determined by a collection of numbers that are the

coordinates of a geometrical space called state space or phase space. If the evolution rule

is fixed in time, the system is called autonomous. A continuous-time autonomous

dynamical system of d degrees of freedom may be described by the state equations

[Parker and Chua, 1987):

ry=G(x(t)), (3.1)

where X(t)=lxr(t),xr(t),...,xd|)le Rd is the stare of the system at time t.

G: Rd -+ Rd is called the vector field and is the time independent evolution rule.

Equation (3.1) is a set of d ordinary differential equations. The solution to (3.1) with
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initial condition X(tù=X. is called a trajectory and is denoted by Qt(X6). The

trajectory is the path followed by the system as it evolves with time. If G is linear, the

system is a linear continuous-time autonomous dynamical system of d degrees of

freedom and may be described by the state equations:

dx(t) 
= AX(t) ,

dt

where A is a constant time-independent dxd matrix. Equation (3.2)

ordinary linear differential equations. Stability of the system depends on

the eigenvalues of matrixA.

In the discrete-time domain, each state is described at discrete time k :

X(k) = X(t'+kTs) ,

where Z, is the sampling period. In a discrete-time autonomous

evolution is given by a map F : Rd -+ Rd, in which

X(ft +1) = F(X(k)) .

(3.2)

is a set of

the real part

(3.3)

dynamical system, the

(3.4)

can be related by

(3.s)

d

of

continuous-time and discrete-time views of the dynamics evolution

derivative approximation [Abarban el et aI., 1993]:

dX (t) _ X (t, + (k +1)T r) - X (t o + kTr)
dtTs)

F (x (k)) = x (k) + r rc(x (k)) . (3.6)

In the theory of nonlinear dynamics, the existence, uniqueness and behavior of the

solutions to dynamical systems when defined by Equations (3.1) or (3.4) are discussed.

These discussions can be found in any text on nonlinear dynamics (e.g. [Strog at2,2000]).
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Behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems differs from that of linear dynamical

systems. Specially, chaotic behavior of nonlinear systems does not occur in linear

systems. Chaos occurs when trajectories are bounded, but they do not converge to an

equilibrium point or to a periodic or quasiperiodic trajectory. Chaotic behavior is not

similar to unstable behavior because in the unstable behavior the trajectories are not

attracted by a fixed point or limit cycle and may be unbounded. Chaotic behavior differs

from stable behavior, in which after some transient period the system settles on a

bounded steady state trajectory. An important feature of chaotic systems is sensitivity to

the initial conditions, i.e., in a chaotic system, the smallest change in the initial conditions

may cause the trajectory to quickly follow a completely different path.

The L¡renz model is an example of nonlinear systems, which is a simplification of

the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations for convecting fluids. It is an autonomous

dynamical system of three degrees of freedom and described by the following set of

equations:

dx,
Xoxa -bxt

dt 
LJ r

dx"

dt
dx7- =-xtxo * rxo _ x3
dt 

tL L

(3.7)

In (3.7), X(t) =Lxr(t),xr(t),xr(t)Je R3 is the stare of the system ar time t, and b , p ,

and r are three adjustable parameters of the model. Although the Lorenz model equations

look very simple, the model exhibits very complex behavior. The behavior of the system

depends on the adjustable parameters. With some values of the model parameters, the

systems show a periodic behavior, whereas with other values of the parameters, the
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behavior is chaotic, etc. The detailed discussion on the behavior of the model for different

values of the model parameters can be found in fHilborn, 2000]. As an example, three

state variables x, , x2, and xras functions of time for the Lorenz model with b=3,

p =I0, r =28 and the initial conditions

(3.8)
[x,(o)l lrr I

x(o) = 

Li3[3]= L-1ol

x
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Fig. 3.1. Three state variables .r, , xr, and x, as functions of time for the Lorenz

model.
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Fig.3.2. Trajectory for the Lorenz model.

are plotted in Fig 3.1. The Lorenz model with these values of the adjustable parameters

shows a chaotic behavior. Although the signals appear to be random, they are the state

variables of a deterministic system. Figure 3.2 shows the trajectory of the I-orenz model

in a three dimensional state space with the same par¿rmeters and initial conditions of Fig.

3.1. As it can be seen in Fig.3.2, the trajectory does not converge to a periodic trajectory.

In a chaotic system, trajectories get close enough to the so called attractor and remain

close to the attractor. Attractors of chaotic systems are not simple geometrical objects and

have a fractional dimension.

An interesting aspect of nonlinear dynamics is the analysis of signals generated by
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nonlinear systems. In this case, the evolution equations of the nonlinear systems are not

known and available information is limited to time series data representing signals

generated by nonlinear dynamical systems. Although these signals may appear to be

random signals, these observable outputs of the system might be used to describe the

deterministic structure of the system, i.e., assuming that the system is fundamentally

deterministic, the state space representation of the system may be reconstructed based on

the information in the time series.

The most common method for extraction of the information in the time series is based

on time delay coordinates. The idea of using time delay coordinates to reconstruct the

trajectory in the state space was proposed in fPackard, 1980]. Later, Takens proved a

theorem that is the firm basis of the method of delays [Takens, 1981]. The basic idea is

that we can use the delayed variables to form a coordinate system to reconstruct the

structure of trajectories in the state space. Available scalar data must be transformed into

multidimensional phase space plots. Available data can be described by the one

dimensional time series.r(i ) , where i =1,2,...,N is the time index. The method of delays

reconstructs the trajectory by using delay coordinates to form state space vectors X(k)in

a multidimensional phase space. The E -dimensional vectors X (k) canbe constructed as:

X (k) =lx(k), x(k + r), x(k + 2t),...,x(k + (E -t)t)1, (3.e)

where ? is an appropriate time delay (an integer multiple of the sampling period),

x(fr)is one point of the trajectory in the phase space ar timefr =r,2,...,N -(E-l)t,
and E is the so-called embedding dimension. According to Takens theorem [Takens,

19811, regardless of the time delay one chooses, the minimum embedding

dimension 8 ,, depends on the dimension of the system d.If the embedding dimension is
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larger than 2d, embedding will result in a state space reconstruction that contains a

smooth manifold for the system [Banbrook et a1.,19991.

3.1.2 Choosing the Time Detay

Although Takens theorem does not say anything about a proper time delay

parameteru, the quality of the reconstruction using the method of delays depends on ø

fRosenstein et a1.,1994]. A value of tthatis too small provides little information gain

between successive delay coordinates, and the reconstructed trajectory may become very

close to the identity line of the embedding space. On the other hand, if ø is too large,

successive delay coordinates may become casually unrelated, and the trajectory will

wander all over the embedding space. The effects of a change in time delay parameter are

more significant when we work with finite length experimental time series and./or noisy

data.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the effect of time delay on the quality of

reconstruction. The two dimensional trajectory of a time series representing one of the

state variables of the Lorenz attractor was reconstructed with three values of time delay,

i.e., î=1,10, and 100. Withø=1, the reconstructed trajectory is very close to the

identity line of the embedding space; witht =100, the trajectory wanders all over the

embedding space; however, witht = 10 a proper state space representation of the signal

has been reconstructed.

A commonly used method for selecting the time delay is based on the autocorrelation

function. Autocorrelation is a measure of the similarity between a signal and its delayed

version; it is maximum when the delay is zero. The time delay, ø, is chosen as the time
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Fig' 3'3. Reconstruction of 2-dimensional trajectory of a signal with different values

of time delay

when the autocorrelation function first drops to nearly zero or a certain fraction, e.g. 0.5,

of its maximum. Using the fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based algorithm, this method of

time delay selection is efficient in terms of computation time; however, according to

[Martinerie et al. 1992] and [Fraser et a1., 1986] the autocorrelation-based method

produces poor results for many dynamical systems including Lorenzand Rossler models.

Another method for time delay selection is based on the mutual information function

[Fraser et al., 1986], which selects the delay that produces a local minimum in the mutual

information function. The method is computationally complicated. Furthermore, as
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suggested by [Martinerie et al. 1992], the mutual information function-based method is

inconsistent in identifying the optimal value of the time delay.

In this study, the method proposed in [Rosenstein et aI.,1994] was used which is a

geometry based method for choosing a proper time delay. This method measures the

average displacement, < S" (ø) >, of the embedding vectors from their original locations

on the identity line (when t = 0), and it is evaluated as a function of t such that:

< sE (r) ,= #þ-,t xt G)- x o lr¡ l , (3.10)

where the superscripts denote the time delay between successive embedding components,

and M is the number of vectors for the corresponding dimension E. As the time delay

increases, the average displacement increases accordingly and reaches a plateau

gradually. With larger values of E, reconstruction expansion reaches a plateau at smaller

values of ø. The best time delay is chosen as the point where the slope of the average

displacement curve decreased to less than 40Vo of its initial value [Rosenstein et aI.,

1,9941.

3.1.3 Choosing the Minimum Embedding Dimension

The purpose of time delay embedding is to unfold the trajectories in an Euclidean

space large enough such that all self-crossings of the orbit can be eliminated. The

trajectories will be unfolded if we use the minimum embedding dimension?^rn, or

anv.E> E . .' mtn

Finding a proper embedding dimension is an important problem, because in a space
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with an embedding dimension less than theE*rn, some neighbor points may be close to

each other due to the projection from some higher dimension down to this lower

dimension. On the other hand, calculation in any dimension larger than the E*rrleads to

excessive computation during the evaluation of parameters such as correlation dimension

and Lyapunov exponents.

As shown in [Grassberger et al., Lggg], dimensionality of various parts of

nonstationary signals may be different from each other. On the other hand, as indicated in

[Ding et aL, 1999], noise will tend to increase the required dimension. Hence, it is

important to choose a sufficiently large embedding dimension that contains the relevant

dynamics in the presence of noise

In this study, the method proposed in [Kennel et aI., L992] was used to find a proper

value for E^ir.This method is based on increasing the dimension, i.e., E =1,2,3,...unt11

no false neighbors remain. In dimensi o n , each vector, x(k) , has a nearest

neighbor, xNN(¿) .LntR2 n(fr) be the distance between rhe vecrors x(k) andxNN ¡ tc ¡:

R2p(k)itx(fr)- xNN (t )r=frr{o+ ¡r¡-xNN (k+ jr)12 .

j=0
(3.1 1)

In dimensionE+1, the distance between the vectors x(k )and xN* (t )can then be

described as

nz n+t&) = R2 n(k) +lx(k + Ec) - *NN (k + Er)12 . (3.12)

rf Rzø+t(k)>>nzn(k), rhe closeness x(ft) and xtrN(fr) is due ro the projecrion

from some higher dimensional attractor down to dimensionE. When the dimension is

increased to E +L, the distance between these two points will noticeably increase. A
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th¡eshold Z is required to decide which neighbors are false. The neighbors that fulfill the

condition

lx(k+Ec)-*NN (k+Eî)l >7, (3.13)
RE&)

at time instantft , are considered as false neighbors.

The criterion stated in (3.13) is not sufficient for proper embedding. When (3.13) is

applied to some signals generated by very high dimensional systems, it indicates that the

signal can be embedded in a relatively small dimension. This problem happens when we

have a finite length experimental time series and can be solved by increasing the length

of the experimental time series [Abarbanel et at.,1993]. However, the length of a time

series may not be increased arbitrarily in many cases due to hardware limitations. This

problem happens because in the embedding of finite tength time series, the nearest

neighbors are not necessarily close to each other. These neighbors do not move apart

when the dimension is increased. Therefore, [Kennel et a1.,1992] suggested to consider

those nearest neighbors that are not close to each other as false neighbors, i.e., if

Rr*r(k) ,,,
RA -u'

the nearest neighbor is false. In (3.14) Ro is defined as

rN
Rn =l f txrrl _x&)12,A N1,

where Xlf; is the mean of state space points and defined by

rN
x(k)=iz*ro>

(3.r4)

(3.1s)
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3.1.4 Correlation Dimension

The correlation dimension is a parameter for evaluation of the complexity of a

process, and it is used to measure the dimensionality of the space occupied by the

trajectory. In this study, the correlation dimension was calculated using the Grassberger-

Procaccia algorithm [Grassberger & Procaccia, 1983], which is based on calculation of

the relative number of pairs of points in the phase space that are separated by a distance

of less than or equal to r . To compute the correlation dimension, the correlation

sum, C(r), is calculated as

(3.r7)

where X(i),X(i)are the points of the trajectory, N is the total number of points of the

trajectory, the distance r is a radius around each point X (i) , and @ is the Heavyside

function, which excludes values outside the radius r . The slope of the linear region of the

plot of log(C(r)) versus log(r) is considered as the correlation dimension. This

evaluation method of the dimensionality may be qualitatively understood by noting the

fact that there will be more ways for points to be close to each other for higher

dimensional objects; therefore, the number of pairs close to each other will rise more

rapidly for higher dimensions.

3.1.5 Lyapunov Exponents

Lyapunov exponents are parameters commonly used to detect the presence of chaos
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in dynamical systems. The Lyapunov exponents are measures of the exponential rate of

divergence or convergence of nearby state space trajectories. A positive Lyapunov

exponent implies divergence of nearby trajectories, whereas a negative one implies

convergence of nearby trajectories. In a system with positive Lyapunov exponents, with

the smallest change in initial conditions, the trajectory quickly follows a completely

different path. If a system is known to be deterministic, the positive largest Lyapunov

exponent can be taken as the proof of the sensitivity to initial condition and presence of

chaos. If both positive and negative Lyapunov exponents exist, two different initial

conditions will diverge exponentially at a rate given by the largest (dominant) Lyapunov

exponent fHilborn, 2000].

Different methods have been proposed to estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent

(e.g. [wolf et aI., 1985; Rosensrein et al., 1993]). In this study, rhe largest Lyapunov

exponent was approximated by the estimation procedure proposed in [Rosenstein et al.,

1993] for noisy and short time series. After reconstruction of the dynamics, for a

pointX(k), the nearest Euclidean neighbor XNN(¿) is searched for in the phase space.

Let's call their distance asdo(O):

(3.18)

This &'¿ pair of the nearest neighbors diverges approximately at a rate given by the largest

Lyapunov exponent. The distance dn|) between the developed points (after passing I

samples) is:

d¡r(i)=do(0)exv(\iTr), (3.19)

where {t is the sampling period of the time series and \ is the largest Lyapunov
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exponent. Taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (3.19), we obtain:

tn(do(i)) -tn(do(0))+ \ir, . (3.20)

Equation (3.20) represents a set of approximately parallel lines, each with a slope

roughly proportional to \.In this study, the largest Lyapunov exponent was calculated as

the average slope of these parallel lines.

3.1.6 Recurrence Quantification AnalysÍs

Recurrence plots are useful tools for visualization of the recurrence of the states in the

state space. Usually, state spaces with dimensions higher than two or three can only be

visualized by projection into two or th¡ee dimensional sub-spaces. Recurrence plots

enable us to investigate higher dimensional state space trajectories through a two-

dimensional representation of their recurrences. Recurrence plots were introduced in

[Eckmann et al., 1987] as graphical tools for measuring the time consistency of

dlnamical systems. The effects of a drift in the system parameters were addressed and it

was suggested that the length of line segments parallel to the identity line of the

reculrence plots were inversely related to the largest positive Lyapunov exponent.

RQA was used in this study to investigate the key structures of swallowing sounds in

comparison with breath sounds. As the flrst step, multidimensional state space

representation of the tracheal sound signal was reconstructed based on the Taken method

of delays [Taken, 1981]. I-'etx(k)be one point on the trajectory in the E-dimensional

state space at different time instances, fr = 7,2,..., M , where M is the number of points on

the trajectory. Then, the recurrence matrix R is an MxM square matrix with elements

defined as:
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Rr =@(r-IX(i)-X(j)l), (3.2r)

where X (i) , X ( j) are the points of the reconstructed state space plot, r is a radius around

each point X (i) , and @ is the Heavyside function which excludes values outside the

radius r. In other words, R-is set to one when the distance between X(i) and X(j) is

less than r, otherwise it is set to 0. The radius r should be chosen such that a reasonable

number of points of the trajectory are in the sphere of radius r centered ar. X (i). A value

of r that is too small results in quantification of the noise only, whereas a value of r that

is too large considers far points as recurrent points. Lr this study, the radius was chosen

to be the same for all points on the recurrence matrix; hence, the recurrence matrix was

symmetric with respect to its identity line i = j. In order to determine the radius r , the

criterion proposed in [Zbilut et a1.,2002a] was adopted, in which the radius was initially

set to a very small value. Then, the percentage of recurrence points (7oREC) was

computed. If in any given window ToREC was less than lTo, the radius should be

increased.

It is common to change a recunence matrix to a digital image with M xM resolution,

in which each value of one is converted to a black dot. The obtained image is called a

reculTence plot. Therefore, a dot in a recurrence plot indicates that two points of the

trajectory pass through the same neighborhood in the state space. As i and j are time

coordinates, a reculrence plot implicitly describes time correlation information. 'When 
a

series of consecutive points of the trajectory a¡e located in the vicinity of another series

of consecutive points, a straight line parallel to the main diagonal line (identity line)

occurs in the recurrence plot. The maximum length of the lines depends on the largest
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Lyapunov exponents [Eckmann et aI.,I9B7l.

Various structures of the recurrence plots can be detected and interpreted. Since

detection of subtle patterns in the recurrence plots by qualitative visual inspection is

difficult and subjective, recurrence quantification parameters [Webber and Zbilat, 1994]

have been proposed for better understanding of recurrence plots. The proposed

parameters are based on detection and measurement of the diagonal structures

distribution, including the percentage of recurïence points (%oREC); the percentage of

recurrence points forming the lines parallel to the identity line (VoDET); the ratio of

VoDET to VoREC; Shannon entropy of distribution of the diagonal lines; and the trend that

measures the paling of the recurrence plots away from the identity line. Several

parameters based on vertical or horizontal structures have also been introduced fMarwan

et aI., 20021: which are laminarity (the percentage of the recurrence points forming

vertical lines); trapping time (the average length of the verrical lines); and the length of

the longest vertical line.

Recurrence plots may be used to extract features describing system behavior.

Quantification of recurrence plots was used for estimating the proper embedding

dimension and time delays of scalar time series [Zbilutand Webber, Igg2]. Structures of

recurrence plots, detection of nonstationarity and state transitions of time series were

discussed in [Gao and Cai, 2000] and [Gao, 2001]. Also, utilization of features extracted

from recurrence plots in the calculation of Lyapunov exponents of nonstationary signals

has been studied in [Zbilut et a1.,2002a).
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3.2 Hidden Markov Models

Signal modeling has been a tool of choice for a wide range of applications. Signal

modeling may be categorized into two classes: deterministic and statistical. Deterministic

modeling refers to characterization of the signal with known mathematical equations or

physical components. Meanwhile, statistical modeling uses stochastic processes to

chatactenze the events that are too complex to be completely charactenzed with a few

equations or components.

A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a statistical model that characterizes an

observation sequence and can infer the state sequence of a hidden random process from

values of the observation sequence. Benefits of using an HMM encompass its

effectiveness in the charactenzation of signals and systems and its ability to model

unknown signal dynamics statistically. The primary application of HMMs has been in

speech processing, such as speech modeling, recognition, and classification of normal

and pathological speech [Rabiner, 1989; Rabiner et al., 1993]. In a similar manner, this

thesis addresses the application of HMMs in the automated detection of the swallowing

sounds in the tracheal swallow and breath sound recordings, the segmentation of

swallowing sound signals, and the classification of swallowing sounds of healthy subjects

and dysphagic patients.

3.z.LTheory of Hidden Markov Modeling

A Markov model describes a system that can be completely characterized by a finite

number of distinct states. The system may be in one state of a set of N

states ,s={.i1,.r2,...'sN}. At time r =L,2,3,...,T the state changes from q,_rtoq,, where
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4r denotes the actual state of the system at time t . In a time-independent first order

Markov model, it is assumed that the next state is dependent only upon the current state

[Gold and Morgan, 1999]. Transition between the states is governed by the state

transition probabilities described by

ai¡ = Pfe, = s j lqFt= si), l<i, j < N (3.22)

where a,., is an element of the state transition matrix A . The state transition coefficients

tij are non-negative and

a;; -1.

The initial state of the system may one state of y'y'

(3.23)

states ,S = {.rr,.s2,..., s¡¿ } . The

is the probability of the initial

I
j=l

be

initial state distribution is denoted by fI = {tr,} where n

state qr being in state i

1T¡=Pl%=.f¡1, 1<i<N. (3.24)

An HMM is a Markov model whose states are not observable directly. Instead, the

output of the process, also called a symbol, is observable and the observation sequence is

generated by the system. Therefore, the states are hidden to the outside; hence the name

hidden Markov model [Rabiner et at., L9931.

In an HMM, the observations are probabilistic functions of the states. The observations

may be chosen from a set of continuous symbols. Otherwise, they may be characterized

as discrete symbols chosen from a set of finite symbols, i.e., observations that belong to a

set of finite distinct symbols. In the continuous case, a continuous probability distribution

function (pdf) describes the probability of each observation in each state. The mosr
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general representation of the pdf is a finite mixture of elliptically symmetric functions

(e.g., Gaussian). In this case, the mean and standard deviation of these functions are

found in the training phase of the HMM.

A discrete HMM is characterizedby the following elements:

1- N, the number of hidden states in the model. N represents the total number of

distinct events that sufficiently charactenzes the underlying dynamics of the signal. Each

hidden state does not necessarily correspond to a physical state.

2- M , the number of distinct observation symbols per state. We denote the individual

symbols asV=1r1,v2,...,vyi. Mrepresents the size of the symbol set that models the

physical output of the system.

3- The state transition matrix A={a¡¡}, where auis definedin(3.22).

4- The observarion symbol probability distribution in state j , B = tb j (k)t, where

b¡(k)=Pfo,=volq,=s¡), 1<i<¡/, L<k<M. (3.25)

In (3.30) o, denotes the observation attimer. The observation sequence O=oro2...or

is generated by the system.

5- The initial srare disrribution fI = {1t i}, where au is define d, in (3.24).

Three probability parameters A,B , and fI are indicated by the compact notation

2= {A,B,[I} . (3.26)

In this study, discrete HMMs were used. Hence, there was no need to make any

assumption on the distribution of the observations and a non-parametric estimation was

used for the computation of the observation symbol probability distribution B .

Three basic problems, which must be solved for the model to be useful for different
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applications, are:

1- Evaluation of the probability of an observation sequence given a specific model,

i.e., given the observation sequence o=op2..or and the model parameters, how do we

calculate the probability of the observation sequence, P(O LL) ? (Classification problem)

2- Determination of the best sequence of the model states to which observations

belong, i.e., given the observation sequence and the model parameters, how do we choose

a corresponding state sequence eflz...er which is optimal in some meaningful sense?

3- Refinement of the model parameters that will result in the maximum likelihood of

the observation sequence, i.e., how do we adjust the model parameters )={A,B,|I} to

maximize P (O 'î) ? (Training problem)

Different solutions to these problems can be found in any text on HMM (e.g.,

[Rabiner, 1989]).
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CHAPTER 4

METHODS

4.1 Experimental Data

Data used in this study were in two groups: data of l2healthy adults recorded for this

study; and data of healthy children and cerebral palsy young adults adopted from a

previous study [Rempel & Moussavi, 2005]. 12 subjects, who participated in this study,

were adults (ages 2l-35, 9 males) and in good health without any history of respiratory or

swallowing disorder, eating or nutrition problem, lower respiratory tract infection, or

neurological impairment. Three recordings were conducted. In the first and second

recordings, the subjects wete fed pre-packed pudding (semisolid texture), and orange

juice (thin liquid) with a bolus size of 5 ml, respectively. In the third recording, the

subjects drank orange juice by a straw. In each recording trial, 5-8 swallows were

recorded. Swallowing sounds along with tracheal breath sounds were recorded by a

Siemens accelerometer (EMT25C) placed over the suprasternal notch by double-sided

adhesive tape rings.

In order to find the respiration phases, i.e., inspiration/expiration, another

accelerometer was placed on the left or right second intracostal space (whereever the

difference between inspiration and expiration was higher) in the midclavicular line to

record lung sounds. This lung sound was used only for respiratory phase information

using the method introduced in fMoussavi et a1.,2000] for manual confirmation and

validation of swallowing localization in a breath cycle. Simultaneously, the EMG signal
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was recorded with one bipolar channel using Ag-AgCl disposable electrodes placed over

the midsagittal line of the submental area. The sounds and EMG were amplified and

bandpass filtered in the range of 50-2500 Hz and 15-500 Hz, respectively. The signals

were simultaneously digitized at a 10240 Hz sampling rate. The gain of the amplifier was

adjusted such that the sound level of the signals was approximately the same for all

subjects. Additionally, each recorded signal was normalizedto the average power of the

signal.

As mentioned earlier, in addition to the data acquired for this study, data were also

adopted from a previous study data set [Rempel & Moussavi, 2005], in which tracheal

sound recordings of two groups of subjects were collected. The first group consisted of

12 healthy children ( ages 3-16 years) and th¡ee healthy adults (ages 35, 3g, and 54

years). The second group consisted of 11 young adult patienrs (ages 16-25 years) with

swallowing disorder. During the test, participants were fed three textures: pre-packaged

pudding (semisolid texture), diluted pudding (thick liquid texture) and fruit juice (thin

Iiquid) in a bolus size of 5 mI throughout the experiment. The method of accelerometer

placement was the same as that of this study. The sound signals were amplified, bandpass

filtered (30-2500 Hz) and digitized at 10240 Hz. It should be noted rhar we excluded the

swallows of the second group, in which aspiration had occurred. However, since other

swallows of the second group belonged to dysphagic patients, we considered them as

marginally normal and at risk of dysphagia. In addition, VFS images of two subjects of

the first group and three subjects of the second group who had gone through a VFS

swallowing study were also available, in which the participants were fed the same three

texfures mixed with barium. As the subjects were fed barium-mixed boluses, thei¡ bolus
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movement patterns on the videofluoroscopy screen were recorded by a VCR

simultaneously with the audio signals using the same signal conditioning as the rest of the

data used in this study. The sound and images were later digitized and transferred to a

computer. VFS allows visual assessment of the swallowing mechanism; hence, we used

those data for validation of the proposed method's capability in detecting the boundaries

of different phases of the swallowing sound signal.

In both data acquisition processes, informed consent was obtained from all subjects or

their parents/guardians prior to the study. The study was approved by the Ethics

Committee for the Use of Human Subjects in Research of the University of Manitoba.

4.2 Swallowing Sound Detection

Since the recorded sound signals contain both swallowing and breath sounds, the

swallowing sounds must be extracted from the recorded signals. In this study, three

techniques were used for detection of swallowing sounds in the records of tracheal breath

and swallowing sounds. These three methods are described in this section.

4.z.Lwavelet Transform Based swallowing sound DetectÍon

As the first technique, a wavelet transform based filter was used for swallowing

sound detection. This filter has been used successfully for extraction of discontinuous

adventitious sounds from vesicular sounds [Hadjileontiadis and panas, IggT],

suppressing noise in partial discharge on-line monitoring [Mingyou et a1.,2000], and

enhancement of bowel sounds [Hadjileontiadis et aL,2000].
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The method takes advantage of the fact that swallowing sounds consist of discrete

nonstationary click sounds whereas breath sounds are relatively stationary especially

when the air flow plateaus. Therefore, swallowing sounds have large components in

many wavelet scales whereas wavelet coefficients of breath sounds in higher wavelet

scales are small. In the proposed method, swallowing sounds were separated from breath

sounds through a multiresolution decomposition-reconstruction process.

Multiresolution analysis of tracheal sound is the basis of the wavelet transform based

filter. The signal is decomposed into band limited components, which can be reassembled

to reconstruct the original signal without error. Since the bandwidth of the resulting

subbands is smaller than that of the original signal, the subbands can be downsampled

without any loss of information. Reconstruction of the original signal is accomplished by

upsampling, filtering and summing the individual subbands. The decomposition process

can be iterated such that one signal is broken into many lower resolution components. A

complete description of multiresolution analysis can be found in fMallat, 1998].

In the filtering method used in this study, iterative sequences of multiresolution

decomposition (MRD) and multiresolution reconstruction (MRR) were employed. MRD

of a typical tracheal sound signal in six levels using the Daubechies-5 wavelet is shown

in Fig. 4.1. As the swallowing sound signal includes discrete nonstationary click sounds,

it has large components in different wavelet scales whereas the breath sound is relatively

stationary and its wavelet coefficients die out in higher wavelet scales (Fig. a.1).

A schematic description of the filter is shown inEig.4.2. In this study, swallowing

sounds are detected in a normalized N -sample tracheal sound signal denoted byX(n),

n=1,2,..,N. During the kth iteration, the wavelet coefficients at levels j=r,..,6 are
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calculated. The wavelet coefficients at level T are compared to a threshold determined by

the Otsu method [Otsu, 1979]; the wavelet coefficients at each scale are divided into big

èr:) and small Gf!) coefficients, WTj and WTj , respectively. Then, MRR is
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Fig. 4.1. A typical tracheal sound signal decomposed by multiresolution analysis.

(a) Original signal; (b-g) the wavelet coefficients of the tracheal signal at levels 1-6,

respectively.
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applied to Wfj and WTj . The iterative procedure stops after a predefined number of

iterations or when:

sTC =t E{X|k_,@ù- E{Xtr*@)It< e, (4.r)

X (n) : Normalized tracheal sound signal

f (n) = x(n)

for fr - 1,2,..,L

MRDI/(n)l = WT"

MRRtw4l = x!@) MRRtwr;l = xß@)

f@) = xß@¡

Fig.4.2. Schematic description of the wavelet transform based f,rltering method.
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where E{.i denotes the expected value andsis a very small positive number by which

the desired accuracy in the detection procedure is determined. When convergence is

achieved or after iteration L , X r(n) is determined by combining the coherent parts

derived at iterations k =1,...,L, i.e.,

L
xr(n)=lxr,o{n).

k=l
(4.2)

(4.3)

Although the filter described above has been reported to be successful in separation

of discontinuous adventitious sounds from vesicular sounds [Hadjileontiadis and panas,

19971, suppressing noise in partiat discharge on-line monitoring fMingyou et aL,2000f,

and enhancement of bowel sounds fHadjileontiadis et al., 2000), x s@) and x r(n)

obtained by this filtering method give only an approximation of the swallowing and

breath sound signals. In many cases, X u@) contained some parts of swallowing sounds.

Therefore, in order to detect boundaries of the swallowing and breath sounds more

accurately, the RMS of 128 sample windows of X, (n) andX BØ)were compared. If for

a segment

RMS(X' @Ð > RMS(X, (n)) ,

then, the segment was considered to be part of the swallowing sound signal; otherwise, it

was considered to be part of the breath sound signal.

4.2.2 Swallowing Sound Detection Using Recurrence plot Features

The second method was based on recurrence plot features of tracheal breath and

swallowing sounds' As the first step for extraction of the features, multidimensional state
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space representation of the tracheal sound signal was reconstructed based on the Taken

method of delays. Recurrence plot features were then extracted.

The measures used in this study are based on estimation of the distribution of

diagonal structures. The following parameters were calculated for quantitative analysis of

recurrence plots:

1- The VoREC, which is the percentage of a recurence plot occupied by recurrence

points. The TIREC is defined as:

uopBç=! f, *,,xtowo Ø.4)M" ¡7t 'r

2- The VzDET, which is the percentage of recurrence points forming diagonal lines.

The VoDET is defined as:

M

\t.r1t¡
EoDET=l-1--xl0Wo, Ø.5)

Ir.rçt¡
l=l

where /is the length of the diagonal lines and P(/) is the line length distribution function

of the diagonal lines. This parameter is lower when recurrence points are scattered on the

recurrence plot.

3- The ratio of ToDET to 7oREC, which addresses nonstationarity in the recurrence

plots.

4- The Shannon entropy of the length of the lines parallel to the identity line, which

addresses the complexity of the recu'rence plot; it is defined as:

E =-fri4-ros(p(r)) . Ø.6)
I
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5- Max Line, which is the length of the longest line parallel to the identity line of the

recurrence plot. The reciprocal of Max Line has been used for estimation of the largest

Lyapunov exponents and monitoring the divergence in experimental data lZbilut et aI.,

2002b1.

Along with the above-mentioned parameters, recurrence time statistic parameters as

addressed in [Gao, 1999] and lGao et at., 20031 were calculated. For calculating

reculÏence time statistics parameters, a reference point is arbitrarily chosen on the

trajectory. The points on the reconstructed trajectory that belong to the neighborhood of

radius r of the reference point are called the Poincare recurîence points. The set of

Poincare recurïence points is denoted by

S, = {X(r1 ), X (t z),..., X (t ),.. l,

and the Poincare recurrence times are defined as

(4.7)

\(i)=ti*t-t¡, i=I,2,"' (4.8)

Tt(i) are also called the recurrence times of the first type. The points with Zr(l)=1 are

called sojourn points. The recurrence points that are not sojourn are called recuffence

points of the second type. The recunence times of the second type are denoted by T2Q) .

Application of the averages of the Poincare recuffence time of the first and second types

for detection of weak transitions in signal dynamics were studied in [Gao et a1.,2003].

To calculate the above mentioned measures of the recurrence plots, the

multidimensional state space trajectory of each recorded tracheal sound signal containing

swallow and breath sounds was reconstructed using the Taken method of delays. The

reconstructed trajectories were divided into sequences of 25 ms (256 samples) segments

with 50Vo overlap between successive segments and the recurrence parameters of each
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segment were calculated. The segment duration was selected to be 25 ms to compromise

between stationarity of each segment and reasonable number of points in the recurrence

plots.

Since the preliminary results suggested that some recurrence parameters including

VoREC, ratio of VoDET to ZoREC, and the entropy of the length of the diagonal lines

were appreciably different in swallowing and breath sounds, an automated method for

extraction of swallowing sounds in the records of the tracheal breath and swallowing

sounds was also investigated. In order to separate swallowing sounds from breath

sounds, each of the above-mentioned parameters was individually tested against a pre-

determined threshold to separate swallowing sounds from breath sounds. When TIREC

and entropy were used for swallowing sound detection, the segments with VoREC or

entropy higher than the threshold were classified as a segment of swallowing sound,

whereas when the ratio parameter was used, the segments with ratio higher than the

threshold were considered to be part of breath sound. In order to determine the th¡eshold,

btsu's method [Otsu, 1979] was used; it selects the threshold such that the intraclass

variance is minimized.

4.2.3 swallowing sound Detection using Hidden Markov Models

As explained in section 4.2.2, three recuffence plot features have shown

discriminating ability between swallowing and breath sounds. In section 4.2.2,

thresholding of the features was proposed for swallowing sound detection. In the third

method for swallowing sound detection, the same three features were modeled by

HMMs. Three recturence plot parameters (the VoREC, ratio of VoDET to VoREC, and
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entropy of the length of the diagonal lines of the recurrence plot of a running window

across tracheal breath and swallowing sound signal) as described in the previous section

were used as observation sequences of HMM. The results of swallowing sound detection

using HMM were then compared to those of using thresholding of the original recurrence

plot parameters (described in the previous section).

Three HMMs were tested for swallowing sound detection. Each HMM modeled the

sequence of one of th¡ee recurrence plot features. Each model had two states. One state

was assigned to breath sounds and the other state was assigned to the swallowing sounds.

The models were ergodic (fully connected) HMMs, in which one state of the model could

be reached from the other state of the model; therefore, eveÍy aij was positive. The

sequence of each feature and the sequence of the manually detected states were used for

training each model.

Once the three HMMs were trained, determination of the best sequence of the states

to which observations belong was the next problem to solve. In other words, given the

observation sequence and the model parameters, the most likely states must be

determined, for which the Viterbi algorithm fViterbi, 1967] was used. The boundaries of

the states assigned by the Viterbi algorithm were considered as the boundaries of

swallowing and breath sounds.

4.3 Swallowing Sound Segmentation

Swallowing sound signals do not have a unique temporal and durational pattern.

Additionally, the phases of swallowing sounds, especially IDS and BTS, are not easily

distinguishable from each other. The next goal of this study was segmentation of
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swallowing sound signals into their characteristic segments. Since FDS are not

necessarily present in all swallowing sounds, the swallowing sound signals were

segmented into th¡ee phases namely initial quiet period, IDS and BTS.

The manually extracted swallowing sound signals were divided into sequences of 25

ms (256 samples) segments with 90Vo overlap between the successive segments. Since

the duration of IDS can be very short in many cases (as short as 30 ms), the time

resolution required for this study is higher than that for entire swallowing sound

detection. Therefore, the overlap between successive segments was chosen to be 907o.

Since the recurrence plot features did not show enough sensitivity for the segmentation of

swallowing sound signals, each segment was represented by several other features that

were hypothetically useful for HMM based swallowing sound segmentation: waveform

fractal dimension (wFD); linear prediction coefficients (LPC); average power (p"*) of

the signal over different frequency bands; and root-mean-square (RMS) of the time

domain signal and multi-scale products (MSP) of the wavelet coefficients. A comparison

between features was performed in order to determine which feature(s) provided the best

performance.

WFD is a non-integer or fractional dimension of a waveform. This feature is a

measure of the degree of complexity of a signal, and is frequently used in biomedical

signal processing. There are a few different definitions for WFD. h this study, it was

calculated based on the Katz algorithm [Katz, 1988] which is less sensitive ro noise

compared to other methods such as Higuchi and Petrosian methods fEsteller et al.,200Il

or variance fractal dimension [Gnitecki and Moussavi, 2005]. V/FD is defined as:
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(4.e)

where l, is the total length of the curve (the sum of distances between successive points),

d is the diameter estimated as the distance between the first point of each segment and

the point of the segment that provides the farthest distance and n is the number of steps in

the curve defined asn=Lla,where a is the average step or average distance between

successive points lKatz, 19881.

LPC coefficients of 8th order were computed using the Levinson-Durbin recursion

method [Proakis, 2006]. Po,, over different frequency bands from 200 to 1600 Hz in200

Hz frames ( i.e. 200-400,400-600,600-800, 800-1000, 1000-1200, 1200-1400, and 1400-

1600 Hz) were calculated from the spectrum of each segment.

MSP of the wavelet coefficients of the signals were used as another characteristic

feafure. Multiplying the wavelet transform coefficients at adjacent scales amplifies

singularities, whereas it reduces noise [Xu et al., 1994], [Stadler and Swami, 1999],

[Moussavi et al., 2004). Therefore, the product of wavelet transform coefficients has

higher amplitudes in discrete swallowing sounds, i.e., IDS and FDS. In this study, the

wavelet transform coefficients of each segment were computed using the Debauchies-5

wavelet and the product of scales 2 and 4, the product of scales 4 and 8, and the product

of scales 2, 4 and 8 were calculated. Each product contained 256 samples. The RMS of

each product was used as a characteristic feature of the swallowing sound segment. RMS

of the multiscale products of the scales 2 and 4,4 and 8, and 2, 4 andS hereinafter are

referred to as MSPI, MSP2 and MSP3, respectively. Overall, eacll 25 ms segment was

represented by seven features (WFD, LPC, Po,r, RMS, MSP1, MSP2, MSP3 with l, 8, 7,
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1, L, I,1 coefficients, respectively).

Several HMMs were tested for segmentation of swallowing sounds into three distinct

states, i.e., initial quiet period, IDS and BTS. Since durational patterns of the swallowing

mechanism are functions of the viscosity of the bolus being swallowed [Rempel and

Moussavi, 2005], individual models were created for each of the three bolus textures.

Each model used one of the seven features described above. The number of hidden states

in all models was set to three, each representing one of the swallowing sound states.

For swallowing sound segmentation, ergodic (fully connected) HMMs are not

suitable, because swallowing sound phases occur in order. Hence, lefrright models were

used, in which the state index increases or stays the same as the time index increases. In

other words, no transitions are allowed to states whose indices are lower than the current

state. Obviously, the state sequence must begin in state one. Therefore, the initial state

probabilities have the property

(4.10)

In order to prepare the for training and testing HMMs, available

videofluoroscopy images were used in manual detection of the three states. Also, the

swallowing sound signals without videofluoroscopy images were manually segmented by

an expert. Since the number of subjects was not large enough for randomly dividing the

swallowing sound signals to training and testing data sets, the jackknife approach was

utilized in which the swallows of one subject from the data set were removed and HMMs

were trained using the rest of the data. In order to train HMMs, the sequences of sound

signal features and sequences of manually detected states were used.

",={[

data set

i=l
i +I'
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Trained HMMs were used for segmentation of the swallows of the subject whose

swallows had been removed, i.e., once the HMMs were ffained, the Viterbi algorithm was

used to find the most likely states of the trained model and the boundaries of the states

assigned by HMMs were compared with those detected manually. Then, the training and

testing process was repeated for all subjects one by one.

4.4 Swallowing Sound Characterization

Characteristics of swallowing sound signals were studied using two nonlinear

dynamic parameters: correlation dimension and the largest Lyapunov exponents.

Correlation dimension is used to measure the dimensionality of the space occupied by a

trajectory. The largest Lyapunov exponent is a parameter commonly used to detect the

presence of chaos in dynamical systems.

The methods used for evaluation of these parameters were described in the previous

chapter. In this study, feasibility of application of these methods to swallowing sound

signals for evaluation of the complexity of underlying dynamical system and the presence

of chaos were examined. Since swallowing sound signals are basically nonstationary,

correlation dimension and the largest Lyapunov exponents were individually calculated

for IDS and BTS segments with more stationarity than the entire swallowing sound

signals.

4.5 Swallowing Sound Classification

Another goal of this study was classification of swallowing sounds of healthy and
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dysphagic subjects. Two methods were used for this purpose.

4.5.1, Classification Using Nonlinear Dynamic Parameters

The first method for classification was based on nonlinear dynamic parameters.

Optimum time delay, correlation dimension and the largest Lyapunov exponent were

initially considered as characteristic features of swallowing sound signals. However, due

to inconsistency in the estimation results of the largest Lyapunov exponents, this feature

was excluded from the feature set. A th¡ee-nearest neighbor classifier and a two-layer

feed-forward neural network were created to classify the swallowing sound signals of

normal and dysphagic subjects based on nonlinear dynamic parameters. The optimum

time delay and correlation dimension of IDS and BTS segments (four features in total)

were used as features for the classifiers.

For the three-nearest neighbor classifier, the swallows of one subject were first

removed from a set of labeled swallows of all subjects. Then, the three-nearest neighbor

rule classified each swallow of the subject whose swallows had been removed by

assigning it the label most frequently represented among the th¡ee nearest samples of

other subjects' swallows. In other words, a decision was made by examining the labels on

the three nearest neighbors and taking a vote. This process was repeated for all subjects.

Since the number of subjects was not large enough for randomly dividing the

recordings to training and testing data sets, the jackknife approach was utilized for

training and testing the neural network classifier, in which the accuracy was estimated by

training the classifier using all data but the data of one subject, and each time testing it on

the left out data as mentioned above. The jackknife estimates of the classification were
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averaged between the subjects.

4.5.2 HMM-Based Classification

The second method for classification was based on HMMs. Individual models for

swallowing sounds of healthy and dysphagic swallows and for each bolus texture were

trained. The number of states was set to different values from four to nine states. In this

case, a hidden state does not necessarily correspond to a physiological state. Therefore,

ergodic (fully connected) models were used, in which every state of the model could be

reached from every other state of the model. The iterative expectation maximization (EM)

algorithm [Duda et a1.,200I) was used to train the models, i.e., to find model parameters

that would result in the maximum likelihood of the observation sequences.

Once all of the models were trained, the feature sequences of each of the swallowing

sound signals of the testing data set were computed. Then, the likelihood of each

observation sequence based on HMM belonging to healthy or dysphagic groups was

computed. If the likelihood of a sequence based on the model of healthy subjects was

higher than that of the model of dysphagic patients, the swallowing sound signal was

considered as a swallowing sound signal of a healthy subject. Otherwise, it was

considered as that of a dysphagic subject.

4.6 Timing AnalysÍs of Submental Electromyogram (EMG)

As described in Introduction (chapter 2), during a swallow, the floor of the mouth

muscles conffact and pull the larlnx and hyoid bone. This conffaction results in elevation
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Fig.4.3. (a) The waveform of EMG signal in time domain and (b) its RMS.

and forward movement of the larynx and hyoid bone. The elevation contributes to closure

of the airway entrance and the forward movement contributes to opening of the upper

esophageal sphincter. When the submental muscles start contracting, the amplitude of the

submental surface EMG increases drastically. Accordingly, the RMS of the EMG

activities during submental muscles contraction is much larger than that when the

muscles are at rest. In this study, the EMG signal was divided into a sequence of 25 ms

(256 samples) segments with 50Vo overlap between the successive segments. Each

segment was then represented by its RMS. A typical example of the swallowing EMG

signal in the time domain and its RMS sequence are shown in Fig. 4.3.The RMS of each

segment was compared with a threshold (l5Vo of the maximum value of the RMS

sequence). This threshold level was empirically selected to ensure that strong noises were

r
/'\*/
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not considered as muscle contraction. When RMS was larger than the threshold,

submental muscles were considered to be active.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.L SwallowÍng Sound Detection

In this study, th¡ee methods based on wavelet transform, thresholding of recurrence

plot features and hidden Markov modeling of recurrence plot features were used for

swallowing sound detection within breath and swallowing sound records. The results are

presented in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Wavelet Transform Based Swallowing Sound Detection

The wavelet based filtering method discussed in Section 4.1, followed by the extra

criterion expressed in (4.3), was used to detect swallowing sounds. Figure 5.1.a illustrates

a 5-second period of a typical tracheal sound signal, which was processed by the

proposed method. Figures 5.1.b and 5.1.c show the refined swallowing and breath sound

signals, xt(n) and xr(n) , respectively. The refined signals, xr(n) and xr(n), do

not contain most parts of breath and swallowing sounds, respectively; however, some

pans of unwanted sounds are still in the refined signals. Therefore, the filtering method

alone is not able to separate the two swallowing and breath sounds with accurate

boundaries. However, by applying the criterion in (4.3), the boundaries of the swallowing

sounds were detected and the results are shown in Fig. 5.2. As it can be seen, during the

detected swallowing period, the recorded airflow is zero. The onset of the swallow
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Fig. 5.1. A typical tracheal sound signal decomposed by the wavelet-based filter: (a)

original signal; (b) extracted swallowing sound signal; (c) extracted breath sound

signal using wavelet transform based filter. Legend: 'au' arbitrary unit.

coincides with the end of the preceding respiratory phase and the end of the swallow is

the onset of the respiratory phase following the swallow.

The results of swallowing sound detection were validated manually by visual

inspection of the time-domain signal, the simultaneously recorded airflow signal and the

spectrogram of the sounds, along with auditory means (listening to the sounds

repeatedly). Evaluation of the performance through experimental results on data of

healthy subjects and dysphagic patients showed that the method identified 9l.3%o of the

swallowing sound segments coffectly, i.e., it could not detect 8.7Vo of all swallows. In
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addition, the method has a false positive error of l3.5%o: implying that some breath or

extraneous noises such as tongue movement were detected as swallowing sounds by

erTor.

5.1.2 Swallowing Sound Detection UsÍng Recurrence Plot Features

As explained in section 3.1, the first step in the nonlinear analysis of a scalar time

0.8 1

k)
Time(s)

Fig. 5.2. (a) Airflow signal, (b) spectrogram and (c) tracheal sound waveform as a

function of time. Legend: B: Breath Sound, S: Swallowing sound, au: arbitrary units

for normalized amplitude, red vertical lines show onset of swallows and green vefiical

lines show the end of swallowing segments.
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Fig 5.3. False nearest neighbors percentage as a function of embedding dimension.

series is the reconstruction of the multidimensional state space trajectory. In order to

reconstruct the trajectory, the proper embedding dimension and time delay must be

determined.

In order to determine the proper embedding dimension, the percentage of false

nearest neighbors for different values of embedding dimension were computed. Figure

5.3 shows the curve of the percentage of false nearest neighbors for different values of

embedding dimension when the state space representation of a swallowing sound signal

of a healthy subject was reconstructed. Regardless of the subject and bolus texture, the

curves were all similar to that shown in Fig. 5.3. In all cases, for embedding

dimension E =8, the false nearest neighbor percentage was less than l%o.In many cases,
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even with E =7 the false nearest neighbor percentage was also less than lVo.However:

E = 8 was considered as the suitable embedding dimension for topologically proper

reconstruction of the time series representing the recorded swallowing and breath sounds

in the presence of noise. As the signals were nonstationary, a sufficiently high dimension

was selected that contained the relevant dynamics of all parts of the signal passing from

one dimension to another dimension in the presence of noise. A similar study on

nonlinear dynamics of tracheal breath sounds [Ahlstrom et al., 2006] has shown that

proper embedding dimension ranged between 6 to 8, which is congruent with the results

of present study.

In order to determine the proper time delay, the average displacement of the

embedding vectors from their original locations on the line of identity as a function of

timedelay(<S"(ø)>)fordifferentembeddingdimensionsE=7,8,9werecomputed.As

an example, the curve of < S, (ø) > for embedding of a tracheal sound signal of a healthy

subject is shown in Fig. 5.4. The best time lag was chosen as the point, where the slope of

the curve decreased to less than 40Vo of its initial value. The optimum values of t varied

between 3 to 11 samples (0.3 to 1.1 ms) depending on the subject and bolus texture. In

the study by Ahlstrom et aI.120061 on tracheal breath sounds, the optimum time delay

was computed based on the first local minimum of the mutual information function and

ranged between 0.4 to 1 ms (between 2 to 5 samples with a sampling frequency of 5000

kHz).

Once the multidimensional state space trajectories of tracheal sound signals were

reconstructed, recurrence plots of 25 ms segments of the trajectories were generated.

Examples of recur¡ence plots of 25 ms segments of swallowing and breath sound signals
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are shown in Fig. 5.5. The number of black dots in the recurrence plot of swallowing

sounds (Fig 5.5.b) is evidently higher than that of breath sounds (Fig 5.5.a), which

implies that the VoREC of swallowing sounds is higher. Interpretation of the recurÏence

plots shown in Fig. 5.5 in terms of other recurrence plot features is not straightforward

and requires quantitative evaluation.

Figure 5.6 shows a typical tracheal sound signal containing a swallow occurring after

an inspiration and followed by an expiration, along with their corresponding airflow and

the plot of the recurrence plot parameters (i.e., VoREC, VoDEl, etc.). The boundaries
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Fig 5 .4. Average displacement as a function of time delay for different embedding
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between swallowing and breath sounds were manually detected by visual inspection of

airflow measurement and spectroglam of the sounds as well as by auditory means' and

are shown in Fig. 5.6 by the vertical dashed lines' The first dashed line shows the

transition from breath sounds to swallowing sounds and the second dashed line indicates

the transition from swallowing sounds to breath sounds. As it is observed from Fig' 5'6,

fhe voRIiC of the breath sound signal is appreciably lower than that of the swallowing

sound signal whereas ïhe ToDFjT of swallowing and breath sounds ale very close to each

other. As a result, the ratio of ToDET to ToREC of swallowing sounds is less than that of

breath sounds. The ratio is lower in the nonstationary swallowing sound signals. The

Shannon entropy parameter (Fig. 5.6.Ð also showed discriminating ability for swallowing

and breath sounds; this parameter was appreciably lower during breath periods than the

swallowing portions, implying a more uniform distribution of the line length in the

recurïence plots of the breath sounds.

Although the Z,REC, ratio and entropy trajectories showed discriminating capability

'.'/

50 100 150 200 250
sanrples

(a)

200 25rJ

Fig 5.5. Recurrence plots of (a) breath, and (b) swallowing sounds.
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between swallowing and breath sounds, the averages of Poincare recurrence time of the

first and second types were not much different between swallowing and breath sounds as

shown in Fig. 5'7.d and 5.7.e.Tn search for other features with discriminating capability,

the maximum and average length of the parallel lines to the identity line of recunence

plots and Shannon entropy of the original tracheal sound signal were also tested. The

maximum and average length of the diagonal lines did not show discriminating ability

(Fig. 5.7.b and 5.7.c). Shannon entropy of the original tracheal sound signal has been

shown as a robust tool for airflow estimation [Yadollahi and Moussavi,2006a]. However,

as shown in Fig. 5.7.f, this feature cannot be used with a simple thresholding algorithm

for detection of swallowing sounds. Entropy of the tracheal sound is not zero while

respiration halts during the pharyngeal phase of the swallowing (in which swallowing

sounds are generated).

Mean and standard deviation for the recunence parameters are shown in Table 5.1.

As these data suggest, the mean values of the %oREC, ratio, and entropy are significantly

different between swallowing and breath sounds. There are other parameters that their

means are different for swallowing and breath sounds; however, only thresholding the

above-mentioned parameters resulted in a reasonable separation of swallowing segments

from breath sounds. Therefore, each of these three parameters was individually used for

automatic swallowing sound detection in the tracheal sound recordings.
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Table 5.1. Mean + standard deviation for recurrence parameters of the swallowing

and breath sound signals

Swallowing Sounds Breath Sounds

VoF.EC t3.84+11.54 2.85+4.02

VoDET 49.84t2.54 52.28!4.59

Ratio 8.98r8.60 28.38+1L29

Entropy 2.40t:0.94 1.31+0.49

Average Length 18.66+15.90 I 1.55+6.50

Maximum Length 157.57+66.39 8993+6621

T1 6.09+5.09 12.04+7.04

T2 52.39+28.52 69.34+17.98

Figure 5.8 illustrates a typical tracheal sound signal which was processed for

swallowing sound detection using the above mentioned parameters. Figure 5.8.b-d shows

the boundaries detected by thresholding the VoREC, ratio and entropy, respectively. The

onset of the swallow coincides with the end of the preceding respiratory phase and the

end of the swallow is the onset of the respiratory phase following the swallow. The

swallow shown in Fig. 5.8.a is followed by a forceful expiration and yet the thresholding

method was able to detect the boundaries of the swallowing sounds corectly. However,

the detected boundaries by the thresholding of different features were not exactly the

same.
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The detection results both in terms of missed or misclassified swallows as well as

accuracy in the boundary detection were validated manually by visual inspection of the

airflow measurement and spectrogram of the sounds as well as by auditory means. Table

5.2 indicates the performance of thresholding of each of the above mentioned features in

terms of false positives, missed swallows and the accuracy of boundary detection. In

order to facilitate comparing the results of different detection methods, all of the results

are presented in Table 5.2. Among lhe thresholding based methods, thresholding the

ToREC showed an overall better performance compared with thresholding the ratio and

entropy. Its percentage of false detection was less than those of other features, whereas

its percentage of missed swallows was lower than that of th¡esholding the entropy. In

addition, when thresholding of VoREC was used, the mean and standard deviation for

delay in the detection of swallowing sound was less than the mean and standard deviation

of delay when th¡esholding of the ratio or entropy were used.

In order to decrease the false positíve error, two other algorithms were tested, in

which a segment was considered as a swallowing sound segment if thresholding of two or

three features (i.e., ZoREC, ratio and entropy) indicated that the segment was a

swallowing sound. These two criteria are called V2 and V3, respectively, and the results

are shown in Table 5.2. Although the V2 algorithm does not make much difference, V3

decreases the percentage of false positive error and the delay in boundary detection.

However, this algorithm increases the percentage of missed swallows. Therefore,

depending on the application, one may choose any of these methods individually or a

combination of them.
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Fig 5.7. (a) A tracheal swallowing sound signal preceded and followed by breath

sounds; (b) The maximum length of the lines parallel to the identity line of
reculrenceplots; (c) The average length ofthe lines parallel to the identity line of
recurrence plots; (d) The average of Poincare recurrence times of the first type; (e)

The average ofrecurrence times ofthe second type; (Ð Shannon entropy ofthe

tracheal sound signal. The boundaries between swallowing and breath sounds were

detected manually and shown with the vertical dashed lines.
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thresholding of (b) VoREC, (c) the ratio, and (d) entropy. The dotted vertical lines

show the beginning of the swallowing sounds and the dashed vertical lines show the

end of the swallowing sounds.

5.1.3 swallowÍng sound Detection using Hidden Markov Models

Once the values of the ØioREC, ratio of ToDET to VoREC, and entropy of the length of

the diagonal lines explained in the previous chapter were exftacted, the sequence of each

of these th¡ee features were modeled by an HMM. The most likely states were found by

the Viterbi algorithm. The investigated method was able to detect the boundaries of the

swallowing sounds. However, the detected boundaries by modeling of different features

were not exactly the same.

(a)

I

I
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Algorithm False
positive%o

Missed
swallowsTo

D1 D2

Wavelet-Based Detection 13.5 8.7 101+128 16t232

VoREC Thresholding 13.4 4.3 -64+105 88+133

Ratio Thresholding 27:7 2.9 154+t75 142!222

Entropy Thresholding t4.3 7.t -69+129 63+140

v2 14.2 3.8 -80+127 81+128

V3 10.3 8.9 -36+93 46!123

HMM-7oREC 6.7 4.8 -6!74 22t100

HMM-Ratio t5.7 6.4 -166+226 107x223

HMM-Entropy 6.5 8.1 -90181 32tt02

Table 5.2. Performance Comparison of the swallowing sound detection algorithms.

D1: Mean + SD for delay in the detection of swallowing sound onset (ms)

D2: Mean + SD for delay in the detection of swallowing sound end (ms)

Table 5.2 shows the performance of the HMMs based on the VoREC, ratio and

entropy in terms of false positives, missed swallows and the accuracy of boundary

detection. The percentages of false positive swallow detection in HMM-based methods

are much lower than those of thresholding-based methods. However, percentages of

missed swallows in HMM-based methods are slightly higher than those of thresholding-

based methods. Additionally, mean and standard deviation for delay in detection of

swallowing end when HMM was used is noticeably lower than those of thresholding-

based methods. Therefore, it may be concluded that modeling the sequences of the
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recurrence plot features has improved the performance of swallowing sound detection.

Overall, the performance of HMM-based swallowing detection when ToREC was used

was better than other methods proposed in this study.

5.2 Swallowing Sound Segmentation

For swallowing sound segmentation,2I different HMMs (with WFD, RMS, MSPI,

MSP2, MSP3, Po,", and LPC as inputs for each of the three textures) were created and

trained as explained in the previous chapter. Given the observation sequences and the

model parameters, the Viterbi algorithm was used to find the most likely states of each

swallowing sound signal.

Figure 5.9 shows a typical swallowing sound signal along with its corresponding

WFD and the most likely hidden states of the swallowing sound signal when WFD was

used to model the swallowing sound signal. Since the models used for separation were

left-to-right models, all sequences of the states assigned by the Viterbi algorithm started

in state 1 and ended in state 3. The patterns of the most likely states determined by the

Viterbi algorithm were very similar when the input of the model was any of the features.

The only difference was the changes observed in the boundaries of the detected states.

Figure 5.10 shows the most likely states of a typical swallowing sound signal obtained by

the Viterbi algorithm. As it can be observed, the patterns are very much the same for the

most likely states when the input of the model is each of the features, with differences in

the boundaries ofthe detected states.
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The boundaries of the states determined by the Viterbi algorithm and the sequences of

manually detected swallowing sounds were compared. Table 5.3 shows the mean and

standard deviation for delays in the detection of boundaries of swallowing sound phases

for semisolid, thick and thin liquid textures among all subjects. Negative values in the

delays mean that the boundary detected by Viterbi algorithm precedes the manually

detected boundary. Delay in detection of the beginning of IDS was less than that of the

beginning of BTS (or the end of IDS). That is probably due to the fact that detection of

the boundary between the initial quiet period and IDS is easier because the two portions

are significantly different in sound intensity. Among the seven features, delays in

detection of the beginning of IDS by MSP3-based model were less than those of the other
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Fig. 5.9. (a) A swallowing sound signal when the subject was fed juice in bolus size

of 5 ml in the time-domain; (b) its WFD; (c) the most likely hidden states of the

swallowing sounds when WFD was used to model the swallowing sound signal.
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Table 5.3. Mean + standard deviation for delay in detection of boundaries of

swallowing sound phases obtained by HMM in different textures (ms).

Feature Delay in detection of
the beeinnins of IDS

Delay in detection of
the besinnins of BTS

WFD -4.2t16.2 24.0!46.5

RMS -5.2r9.8 35.3!52.1

MSPl -8.4!22.5 31.4!47.9

MSP2 -t0.4x35.2 22.4!49.4

MSP3 2.2!11.2 15.4!43.3

Dt ave -5.1t13.7 33.8+52.1

LPC -2L0!42.9 82.7+107.5

models. This was expected as multiscale product signifies the singular points of a signal,

hence resulting in more accurate detection of IDS segments as they are charactenzedby

discrete click sounds. Overall, the LPC-based model showed the weakest performance.

The advantage of using HMM for detection of the boundaries is that when there are

several peaks in the sequence of features, HMM can still detect boundaries of swallowing

sound signals with reasonable accuracy. In the example shown in Fig. 5.9, there are

several peaks in the WFD signal corresponding to IDS and BTS. Therefore, the methods

introduced in [Lazareck and Moussavi, 2002b] and lLazareck and Moussavi, 20041that

were based on thresholding of the WFD fLazarcck and Moussavi, 20041 or variance

dimension lLazareck and Moussavi,2002bl will most likely fail to detect the swallowing

phases boundaries for such a signal, while the proposed method using HMM successfully

detected the three phases with reasonably accurate boundaries (Fig. 5.9.c.).
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Fig. 5.10. (a) A typical swallowing sound signal in the time-domain. The most likely

hidden states of the swallowing sound when (b)'WFD, (c) RMS, (d) MSP1, (e)

MSP2, (Ð MSP3, (g) average power, and (h) LPC were used to model the

swallowing sound signal.
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5.3 Swallowing Sound Characterization

Using the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm, correlation dimensions of IDS and BTS

segments of the swallowing sounds were evaluated for different subjects and textures.

Correlation dimensions did not appea.r to change appreciably among the swallows of each

subject. Correlation dimensions were calculated for embedding dimension 8 and the

proper time delay determined by the method discussed in section 3.1. Results are shown

in Fig. 5.11. Based on the results, it may be concluded that swallowing sounds are well

charactenzed by a low-order model. Also, the correlation dimensions of swallowing

sounds of healthy subjects were generally higher than those of dysphagic patients.

The largest Lyapunov exponent depended on the subject and bolus textures; it varied

from -4.9 to 9.7. The inconsistency in the estimated largest Lyapunov exponent even
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among different swallows of a particular subject was due to the fact that the recorded

swallowing sound signals were short time signals contaminated with noise. As addressed

in [Poon and Barahona, 2001], determination of Lyapunov exponents fails to detect the

presence of chaos unless the time series is lengthy and free of noise.

5.4 Swallowing Sound ClassifÏcation

Assessment of swallowing disorders using their acoustical signature was one of the

goals of this study. Therefore, two methods based on nonlinear dynamic parameters and

hidden Markov modeling were proposed for discrimination between swallowing sounds

of normal and abnormal subjects. Classification results using theses two methods are

presented in this section.

5.4.1 Classification Using Nonlinear Dynamic Parameters

The first method for classification was based on nonlinear dynamic parameters.

Optimum time delay, correlation dimension and the largest Lyapunov exponent were

initially considered as characteristic features of swallowing sound signals. These features

were extracted for IDS and BTS segments. In order to determine the optimum time

delay, the average displacement of the embedding vectors from their original locations on

the line of identity as a function of time delay ( < Su (ø) > ) were computed and the

optimum time delay was chosen as the point, where the slope of the curve decreased to

less than 40Vo of its initial value. Optimum time delay ranges for IDS and BTS segments

are shown in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Optimum time delay ranges for IDS and BTS segments of swallowing

sounds signals in normal and dysphagic subjects.

Normal Dysphagic

Thin
Liouid

Thick
liouid

Semisolid Thin
Liouid

Thick
liouid

Semisolid

IDS 3-9 3-9 3-9 6-9 5-8 6-8

BTS 4-r0 3-10 4-10 7-lL 6-10 6-9

Due to inconsistency in the estimated largest Lyapunov exponent, this feature was

excluded from the feature set used for classification. Classification of the swallowing

sounds was performed using optimum time delay and correlation dimension of IDS and

BTS segments. The three-nearest neighbor classifier was found to be superior to the feed-

forward neural network classifier. Their accuracies were 837o and 7LVo, respectively. As

a second stage classifTcation, a screening algorithm was used in which if more than 507o

of the swallows of a subject were classified as being normal, the subject was considered

as normal. Otherwise, the subject was considered at risk of dysphagia. This second stage

screening classified 36 subjects of 38 subjects, correctly; one normal subject was

misclassified as dysphagic and one dysphagic subject was misclassified as normal.

The proposed method was able to classify normal and marginally normal swallows

from each other with high accuracy. Although physical interpretations of nonlinear

parameters are usually difficult; however, the results confrm the discriminating ability of

the reconstructed phase space features for classification of swallowing sounds of healthy

and dysphagic subjects. It should be noted that all the swallows of the dysphagic group

were also normal swallows as they were not aspirated. However, since they belonged to

the patients at risk of dysphagia, we considered them as marginally normal.
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5.4.2 HMM-based Classification

Initial values of HMM parameters were set as explained in the previous section and

the iterative EM algorithm was used to find the model parameters resulting in the

maximum likelihood of the observation sequences.

When the feature sequences consisted of the features of the entire duration of

swallowing sound signals, the accuracy of classif,rcation by different HMMs hardly
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reached 60Vo. However, when the sequences of the features of the IDS segments were

modeled, the accuracy could reach up to 85.SVo. Classification accuracy based on HMMs

of the features extracted from the IDS portion of swallowing sound signals are shown in

Fig. 5.12. As it can be seen, the accuracy of classification when the HMM was used to

classify the sequence of MSP3 or Po," of swallowing sound signals were much lower than

that of HMMs with other features. Overall, the classification accuracies when RMS or

WFD features were used were better than the classification accuracies when other

features were used.

Furthermore, when the number of states was increased, the classification error

changed. By increasing the number of states from 4 to 8, the classification error gradually

decreased. However, in most cases the error for N=9 was higher than that of N=8.

As a second stage classification, a screening algorithm was used, in which if more

than 507o of the swallows of a subject were classified as being normal, the subject was

considered as normal. Otherwise, the subject was considered as at risk of dysphagia. This

second-stage screening correctly classified all the subjects but one healthy subject when

RMS was used as a characteristic feature of the swallowing sounds and number of states

was set to N=8. When WFD or MSP1 was used in HMM-based classification, the number

of misclassified raised to two.

5.5 Timing Analysis of Submental EMG

The results of detected swallowing sound states by HMM and the corresponding

submental muscle activities for a typical swallow when the subject was fed juice are

shown in Fig. 5.13. As can be seen the muscle activity proceeds well before the onset of
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Fig. 5.13. (a) The waveform of a swallowing sound signal; (b) an EMG signal. The

dashed vertical lines show the boundaries of IDS segment of the swallowing

sounds and muscle contraction period of EMG.

esophageal phase of swallow. The temporal pattern showed in Fig. 5.13 was common in

all swallowing sounds and EMG signals.

Table 5.5 shows the mean and standard deviation values of the duration of submental

muscle conffaction, and time difference between the onset of submental muscle

Table 5.5

Duration of swallowing sound phases and submental muscle contraction in different

textures in seconds (Mean + standard deviation)

Semisolid Liquid

Duration of muscle contraction 0.48r0.09 0.58t0.08

Time difference between the onset of muscle

contraction and the opening of cricopharynx

0.25Ð.t2 0.1910.09
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contraction and the opening of cricopharynx when subjects were fed thin liquid and

semisolid textures. The values were averaged among all subjects.

The results of this pilot study showed that the movement of the lar¡'nx precedes the

IDS segment of swallowing sounds. It also showed that the lag between the onset of

submental muscle contraction and the beginning of IDS segments of swallowing sounds

is shorter for thin liquid texture. Since we did not have EMG data for the dysphagic

group, we could not test any difference between the two groups in this topic. However, it

can be speculated that the lag between the onset of submental muscle activity and the

pharyngeal phase of swallow might be longer in dysphagic patients; this has the potential

to be investigated further.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1- Concluding Remarks

This thesis pursued five major goals: automated detection of swallowing sounds in

the tracheal swallow and breath sound recordings, segmentation of swallowing sound

signals, charactenzaTson of swallowing sounds using nonlinear dynamics, classification

of swallowing sounds of healthy subjects and dysphagic patients, and analysis of the

timing of swallowing sounds and EMG.

6.1.1 SwallowÍng Sound Detection

Three methods were used for detection of swallowing sounds in the tracheal swallow

and breath sound recordings and their results were compared. First, since some of the

recurrence plot features were observed to be appreciably different in swallowing and

breath sounds, thresholding of three recurrence plot features, i.e., the 7oREC, ratio of

ToDW to VoREC, and Shannon entropy of the length of diagonal lines was used for

swallowing sound detection. Second, hidden Markov modeling was used for detection of

swallowing sounds using the above three features. Third, a discrete wavelet transform

based filter was used for swallowing sound detection. Multiresolution analysis of tracheal

sound was the basis of the wavelet transform based filter. In the filtering method used in
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this study, iterative sequences of multiresolution decomposition, thresholding of wavelet

coeffi cients and multiresolution reconstruction were employed.

The results of the above mentioned methods for swallowing sound detection were

compared in terms of false positive and false negative errors. The percentages of false

positives in HMM-based swallow detection methods were much lower than those of

thresholding-based and wavelet-based methods. However, percentages of missed

swallows (false negative enor) in HMM-based methods were slightly higher than those

of thresholding-based methods. In addition, the mean and standard deviation of delay in

detection of swallowing end point when HMM was used was noticeably lower than that

of thresholding-based and wavelet-based methods. Overall, the performance of the

HMM-based method using the recurrence plot features was much better than the other

two methods. However, due to computational complexity of hidden Markov modeling of

recurrence plot features, one may chooses computational efficient and less accurate

wavelet based method.

The performance of the only previously proposed method for swallowing sound

detection lLazarcck and Moussavi, 2002a1was reported only in terms of percentage of

missed swallows. That method yielded ZlVo enor which is higher than that of methods

investigated in this study.

6.1.2 Swallowing Sound Segmentation

The ability of HMM in detection of boundaries of swallowing sound phases was

investigated using several different features (waveform fractal dimension (WFD), linear

prediction coefficients (LPC), average power (PoQ of the signal over different frequency
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bands, RMS of the time domain signal and multiscale products (MSP) of the wavelet

coefficients). The time difference between the detected boundaries with the above HMM

filters were compared with those determined manually by an expert. Among the features

tested with an HMM filter, MSP resulted in the least error for detecting the boundaries of

the IDS and BTS segments, while LPC resulted in the largest error. This was expected as

multiscale product signifies the singular points of a signal, hence resulting in better

results in detecting IDS segments as they are charactenzed by discrete click sounds.

There was no quantative report on the previously proposed methods for swallowing

sound segmentation in the literature.

6.1..3 Swallowing Sound Characterization

One of the goals of this thesis was to investigate the application of nonlinear analysis

to swallowing sounds as opposed to linear analysis, which had been the only tool applied

to swallowing sounds in the past. It was shown that swallowing sounds are well

charactenzed by a small number of dimensions. In addition, the largest Lyapunov

exponent was estimated to evaluate the presence of chaos. The estimated largest

Lyapunov exponent depended on the subject and bolus textures. The inconsistency in the

estimated largest Lyapunov exponent even among different swallows of a particular

subject was due to the fact that the recorded swallowing sound signals were short time

signals contaminated with noise.

Additionally, the characteristics of tracheal breath and swallowing sounds using

recurrence statistics were studied. Comparison of the VoREC, ratio of VoDET to VoREC,

and Shannon entropy of the length of diagonal lines of the swallowing and breath sounds
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recurrence plots showed that these parameters are appreciably different in swallowing

and breath sounds; hence they may be used for automatic swallowing sound detection in

the breath and swallow sound recordings.

6.1.4 Swallowing Sound Classification

Classification of swallowing sounds of normal and dysphagic subjects confirmed the

discriminatory ability of the reconstructed phase space features for detecting the plausible

abnormalities in the swallowing process of patients at risk of dysphagia.

The results of HMM-based methods for classification of swallowing sounds between

the two groups of healthy and dysphagic subjects were not as promising as the results of

speech recognition reported in the literature; HMM is known to achieve high accuracy for

speech recognition. However, it should be noted that swallowing sounds are not vocal

sounds, and therefore are substantially different from speech signals.

Classification accuracy of different HMM configurations were investigated. When we

increased the number of states of the HMM from 4 to 8, the classification error gradually

decreased, although in most cases the error for N=9 was higher than that of N=8. Among

7 features used, RMS and WFD showed the best performance in the HMM-based

classification of swallowing sounds.

6.1.5 Timing Analysis of Submental EMG

A pilot study on the timing of submental muscle contraction in relation to swallowing

sounds was conducted. The results of this pilot study showed that the movement of the

larynx precedes the IDS segment of swallowing sounds. It also showed that the lag
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between the onset of submental muscle contraction and the beginning of IDS segment of

swallowing sounds is shorter for thin liquid texture. Since we did not have EMG data for

the dysphagic group, we could not test any difference between the two groups in this

topic. However, it can be speculated that the lag between the onset of submental muscle

activity and the pharyngeal phase of swallow might be longer in dysphagic patients; this

has the potential to be investigated further.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Works

Although the results of the analysis of swallowing sounds based on nonlinear

dynamics theory are very encouraging, they were based on the traditional approach for

dynamical system analysis, in which the behavior of the dynamical system is assumed to

be deterministic, i.e., uniquely determined by its time evolution rules and initial

conditions. However, when the Lipschitz continuity condition for uniqueness of the

trajectory is violated, this approach is not valid and the problem becomes a non-

deterministic chaos problem. At singular points of a trajectory, the Lipschitz continuity

condition for uniqueness of the trajectory is violated and various solutions move away

from the singular point. When a ffajectory approaches a singular point, a small noise will

put the trajectory on a different solution. One of the features of the systems that violate

the Lipschitz continuity is the abrupt change of the trajectory from one solution to

another. Since a swallowing sound signal has several click sounds that can be

charactenzed as singular points, detection of singularities could be helpful in different

applications.

One limitation for the analysis of singularities is that it is customary to select the
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sampling rate based on the Nyquist theorem. The Nyquist theorem is based on linear

systems theory. Based on the Nyquist theorem, the sampling frequency must be more

than twice the highest waveform frequency to ensure that all Fourier components of a

periodic waveform are recoverable. Additionally, the signals are filtered before the AID

conversion to avoid aliasing. If a discontinuity were sampled, it is very likely to be

missed, because the sampling rate might be insufficient or the anti-aliasing filter may

distort it. Therefore, selection of a higher sampling frequency would be useful.

Lastly, studying the temporal pattern of EMG activities of the submental muscles

involved in the swallowing process with a much higher sampling rate may show some

discriminatory differences between normal and dysphagic swallows. As coordination of

swallowing mechanism structures is a key factor in a safe feeding, study on the timing of

dysphagic swallow in comparison with that of normal swallow may shed some lights on

the cause of an abnormality in the swallowing mechanism. However, the EMG activities

are too gross for measurement of fine movement of the structures involved in a

swallowing process. Therefore, it is suggested to have VFS data with higher resolution

than 30 frames along with EMG activities and sounds recorded with a high sampling rate

simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A

THRESHOLD SELECTION USING THE OTSU METHOD

Otsu method has been proposed for thresholding of gray level images to separate

objects from background; however, it is also applicable in thresholding of signals and has

been used for apnea detection by acoustical means [Yadoltahi and Moussavi, 2006b].

Suppose the points of a given time series, with a total number of N points, are

represented in lquantized levels. The number of points in level i is denoted bv n..

Therefore, the probability of each level i is given by:

(4.1)

With a threshold f , the levels are divided into two distinct classes: class Crcontains

the points at levelsi=1,2,...,T, and class Crcontains the points at levelsi=T+I,...,L.

The probability of the classes C, and C, ue denoted by P, and Prand given by:

pr=# , i=1,2,...,L.

N.
D- I
t1-,N

N^
D-¿ta -.N

(4.2)

and

(4.3)

where Nrand Nrare the number of points in the classes C, and C' respectively. 'When

the threshold is changed, the variance of one class is increased while the variance of the

other class is decreased. The goal of Otsu method is to select the threshold that minimizes
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where 4 ^¿ ozr*"thevarianceof theclasses Cr *d Cr,respectively.

In order to increase computational efficiency, instead of finding the threshold that

minimizes a?.,,,r,-, it is very common to find the threshold that maximizes the so calledwtlntn'

between class varian 
"" 

o? . ,

the weighted variance, the so-called within-class variance:

o'*uo,r=Ptf+Prol,

oîr*rrn=a2 -o'*urrr'

where o2 is the variance of the entire data. It can be easily shown that

o|"*rrn= Pl?tt- p)2 + p2?tz- p)2 ,

(A.4)

(A.s)

(A.6)

where p, l\, and p, are the mean of entire data, class Cl, -d class Cr, respectively.

Furthermore, Equation (4.6) can be simplified as

&between = ptpzUty- ltr)z . (A.7)

variance, theIn summay, in order to find a threshold that minimizes within-class

threshold that maximizes between-class variance must be found.
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